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     All previously scheduled events have 
been postponed or cancelled until further 
notice due to the spread of the corona virus. 
We invite you to enjoy videos of some past 
events in our archive at 
https://westerlyhistoricalsociety.org/events-archive/ 
 
__________________________________________ 
 

We Want to Hear From You! 

 

     Do you have a suggestion for a program you 
would like to see presented by the Westerly 
Historical Society? Are you passionate about a 
local history topic and want to share?  
 

     As we continue to reassess our program 
plans, we are open to your suggestions for 
future presentations.  We have been in contact 
with our cancelled speakers and are working on 
an updated plan to bring our members the very 
best from our local historians.  If you have a 
particular topic in which you are interested, or 
if you have an interest in becoming a program 
presenter, please contact our program 
chairperson, Pamela J. Scott at 
whsprograms@gmail.com. 
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Editor’s Notes 
Ann L. Smith 

     

     If you’re like me, you’ve probably had enough of 
certain phrases like “new normal” and “these 
uncertain times.” For my part, I’d like to have the old 
normal back, and it can’t be too soon! Perhaps the 
most frustrating part about living with a pandemic 
wreaking havoc all around us is that we can’t make 
any plans for events, travel, or social gatherings until 
we know what the COVID-19 situation will look like 
in the weeks and months to come. 
 

     Westerly Historical Society members will be 
pleased to know that the executive board held its 
regular meeting on September 2 while following 
heath department regulations.  We are trying our 
hardest to make long-range plans for in-person 
programs, however, the uncertainty of what lies 
ahead makes this a frustrating task to say the least. 
We have considered several possibilities regarding 
ways to bring our members fresh content where 
entertaining live audiences would be considered a 
risk.  Among these options are live-streaming  our 
events, pre-recording our events and posting them for 
viewing on social media, and/or video-conferencing 
an event so that viewers could participate in question 
and answer sessions in real time.  Pamela Scott, our 
program chairperson, is researching these options and 
will provide updates as they become available. 
 

     Zachary Garceau, our archivist, has been putting 
in volunteer hours on a grand scale. We have installed 
new lighting in the Carriage House basement which 
makes the archive area much more conducive to 
getting work done. We have several new acquisitions 
and Zack’s detailed report begins on Page 6 of this 
month’s newsletter. 
 

     At the last meeting of the executive board, Zack 
treated us to some documents filed with the Westerly 
Historical Society’s meeting minutes of 1918-1919. 
These notes explained why no meetings took place on 
certain dates due to the influenza epidemic occurring 
at the time.  They seemed as if they had been written 
in our time, so similar is our situation to theirs a 
century ago.  Here are a couple of excerpts. 

 

Because of the influenza epidemic with which 
Westerly was afflicted during October, the 
October meeting of the Westerly Historical 
Society was omitted, and the first regular  
meeting was held November 14, the Memorial 

and Library Building at 7:30 P. M., President 
Wilcox presiding. 
 

…Memorial & Library Building 
February 13, 1919 

Owing to a record epidemic of influenza in 
town, there was no meeting of the Historical 
Society held in January. At the Feb. meeting, 
because of the illness of Mr. Wilcox and the 
absence of the vice presidents, the regular 
meeting of the Westerly Historical Society was 
called to order by Lillian Thomas.  Miss Julia 
Smith was made chairman for the evening. 
 

     Julia Smith, you may recall, was the founder of the 
Westerly Historical Society. The first meeting was 
held in the Babcock-Smith House, which was her 
home in 1913. 
 

    As promised in our last newsletter, this month we 
bring you the story of the Dixon House Hotel. The 
events in this article begin where our last story ended, 
with Rowse Babcock III and Jesse L. Moss putting up 
a hotel of the grandest kind in the center of town. 
Babcock and Moss, flush with cash from their 
successes in running several local mills, diversified 
into the hotel business at the end of the Civil War.  
The Dixon House Hotel took its name from the fact 
that Nathan Dixon owned the property previously, and 
Jesse Moss had married two of Dixon’s sisters.  
 

     The hotel served Westerly for sixty years before its 
upper floors were destroyed by fire in 1928. During 
that time it changed hands and was renamed more than 
once.  Today the shops in the area known as Dixon 
Square occupy the ground floor of the original hotel 
and the second floor houses certain offices of the 
Washington Trust Company.  Many folks who visit 
the boutiques in Dixon Square have no idea that the 
building these stores share has been standing for more 
than one hundred fifty years. The story begins on Page 
3. 
 

     Lastly, a new book dealing with the Crandall 
family genealogy was published earlier this year.   
John Crandall was one of Westerly’s founders and 
popular lore says that Westerly may have taken its 
name as a tribute to John Crandall’s birthplace, 
Westerleigh, England .  Details of this new work and 
ordering information appear on Page 8.  
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Dixon House Days 
By Ann L. Smith 

     News of the Battle of Appomattox Courthouse and 
the surrender of Confederate General Robert E. Lee 
had barely reached Americans’ ears when President 
Abraham Lincoln was assassinated in Washington D. 
C.  The Civil War was over and a new era had begun. 
 

     In Westerly, Rhode Island, two wealthy 
entrepreneurs were making plans to construct a large 
hotel in the center of town. The men were Rowse 
Babcock III and Jesse L. Moss. These two had 
amassed considerable fortunes in local textile 
manufacturing beginning in 1837. Their wealth was 
boosted greatly by the substantial government 
contracts they had fulfilled during the Civil War. 
 

     But the war had ended and so did the lucrative 
government contracts. Pursuing a new business at that 
moment was a prudent move. It is curious, however, 
that the deed to the new hotel lot was transferred on 
April 26, 1865, less than three weeks after the war’s 
end. Was the decision to build the hotel made in 
haste, or had it been part of a longer-range plan? 
 

    If Babcock and Moss had been betting well in 
advance on a Union victory, they may have simply 
been waiting for the official end of the war to ink the 
deal for the lot. Atlanta had fallen to Sherman and his 
troops in September, 1864, and some say this victory 
was a critical turning point, giving an advantage to the 
Union. On the other hand, the decision to diversify 
may have come quickly as events in the spring of 
1865 unfolded almost by the day. 
 

     Whether or not the end of the Civil War played a 
part in Babcock and Moss’s decision to build a hotel, 
the growing popularity of Watch Hill as a tourist 
destination certainly must have influenced the 
decision to break into the hospitality business. Watch 
Hill’s first hotel, the Watch Hill House, was the only 
hotel there between 1833 and 1856. The Atlantic 
House, later renamed the Colonial House, was built in 
1856. At the same time Babcock and Moss were 
planning to build their hotel in town, a third Watch 
Hill hotel, the Plimpton House, was preparing a grand 
opening of its own. At this point it must have been 
obvious to everyone that tourism was on the rise, and 
the hospitality trade was where the money was. 
 

     Babcock and Moss took a unique approach, 
however.  Their hotel would be located in town and 
be open year-round. To offset the fact that the hotel 
was away from Watch Hill, the entrepreneurs would offer 
free transportation to the beach by steamboat for all 

registered hotel guests.  And so the plans for the Dixon 
House Hotel were laid. The land for the hotel was once 
the site of the Dixon family homestead, and the 
original structure had also served as a sort of 
roadhouse dating back to the 1700s. The old hotel was 
moved to Canal Street and then torn down some years 
later.  By 1865 Jesse Moss had married two of Nathan 
Dixon’s sisters, the first having died in 1850. So the 
name “Dixon House Hotel” was a tribute to the Dixon 
family in more ways than one. 
 

     The architect for the Dixon House Hotel was Peleg 
Clarke, Jr. In Dennison’s Westerly and its Witnesses, 
the author wrote 

   …[O]ne of the finest hotels in New England, 
composed of iron, stone and brick. …The main 
building measures 112 x 61 feet; the wing, 92 x 
38;  height, five stories; the material, brick.  
The front of the lower story is iron; this story 
mainly devoted to shops and offices, elegantly 
finished in black walnut. The cost of the edifice 
and its attachments was about $300,000. 
     The house has been conducted by Mr. Alvin 
Peavy, Mr. Curtis and Mr. A. S. Plimpton. 
 

     Elsewhere the hotel’s description contains mention 
of 140 sleeping rooms, 178 total rooms, and the ability 
to provide for 300 guests. Different accounts have said 
that the hotel cost $350,000 or “nearly $400,000” to 
build. The dining hall could accommodate 200 patrons 
at one sitting.  
 

 
SKETCH OF THE DIXON HOUSE HOTEL FROM WESTERLY AND ITS 

WITNESSES BY FREDERIC DENISON, 1878 

 

(Continued on Page 4) 
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Dixon House Days Watch Hill run during this time, but the new owners 
expanded her route to serve Stonington twice a week 
where passengers aboard the Block Island-bound Ella 
could change boats. The Belle continued in service 
until the end of the fall of 1881, having served the 
area for thirteen seasons in all. By 1884 she was put 
into service as a barge in New York City. 
 

     The Dixon House, for all its luxury, rarely if ever 
boasted that it was at full capacity. Even with free 
boat rides to Watch Hill, the place was outdone by the 
continued proliferation of hotels at the beach. In 1869 
the Larkin House was completed and was the largest 
hotel in Watch Hill up to that time. It was quickly 
followed by the Ocean House, Narragansett House, 
Bay View House and the Dickens House. Meanwhile, 
Rowse Babcock traveled to Paris, partly to gain some 
design ideas that could be used in making the Dixon 
House even more attractive. Sadly, Rowse Babcock 
passed away on March 6, 1872 at the age of 69. He 
enjoyed his dream for less than four years before 
leaving the Dixon House’s affairs in the hands of his 
partner, Jesse L. Moss.  
 

     On September 20, 1873, panic swept the floor of 
the New York Stock Exchange in the wake of railroad 
bond defaults and bank failures. The mill business in 
Westerly had already slowed since the Civil War, and 
the Dixon House was turning out to be a 
disappointment.  The economic slump affected all of 
New England and before the year was over, the entire 
mill village at White Rock was sold off.  Jesse Moss 
continued settling certain debts to Babcock’s estate 
and others.   
 

     It is not clear if Jesse Moss retained an interest in 
the Dixon House between the time his partner died 
and the date of his own death in 1884, but it is known 
that the property passed  into the hands of William 
Segar from William R. Babcock “and others” 
according to a deed dated October 1, 1887. Two 
brothers, Samuel and Gilbert Johnson worked there 
together for seven years, and Gilbert Johnson served 
as manager alone for ten years between 1894 and 
1904. Samuel Johnson’s son, Edward Crandall 
Johnson also spent a year as a clerk at the Dixon 
House.  
 

     Joseph Soares, author of the Postcard History  
Series of books, mentions a serious fire that occurred 
in Westerly’s downtown area on February 13, 1910.  
 

 (Continued on Page 5)  

 

(Continued from Page 3) 
 

     The Dixon House’s grand opening took place in 
June of 1868. Contrary to our previous article on 
Babcock and Moss, (see “Interwoven Lives,” April-
May 2020 issue) the steamboat Belle did not arrive 
until the following year. She was 113 feet long and 36 
feet wide and built flat like a scow in order to clear 
Kenyon’s bar if passing at low tide. This new 
attraction for the hotel’s guests made her maiden 
voyage on Sunday, July 4, 1869. According to Everett 
Barnes (1932) the Belle made two trips to Watch Hill 
that day and carried all that she could hold with 
standing room only: about 1,200 people. Passengers 
who were not hotel guests could get a round-trip ticket 
for forty cents. Considering that the hotel when full 
could sleep 300, the Belle must have been an 
extremely lucrative venture if she carried 800 to 1,000 
people on an average day, and not all were guests of 
the hotel. So for example, if 500 fares were collected 
on each of the two daily runs, the take at $0.40 per 
ticket would gross $400 for the day. That amount is 
estimated to be in excess of $7,000 in today’s dollars.  
 

     Running a steamboat, naturally carries with it 
considerable expense: wages and upkeep must be 
accounted for, so not all of the revenue was profit. 
The Belle, as a popular attraction, appeared in 
newspaper accounts where her repairs were well-
documented. The Narragansett Weekly faithfully 
carried all the news concerning the Belle for the 
thirteen seasons she served the hotel and town. 
Whether the boat was taken out of service for boiler 
repairs, repainting, or some other kind of 
maintenance, the newspaper was careful to share 
every detail with the public. When the boat was pulled 
from service during the “watering season” tourists 
appreciated knowing  that they would need to find 
alternate transportation if planning a trip to Watch 
Hill. 
 

     In addition to the Belle’s regular runs, she was 
frequently put into service for some moonlight 
cruises. Serenaded at times by the Saint Michael’s 
Temperance Band or the Westerly Brass Band, folks 
would enjoy evening trips to Osbrook Point along the 
Pawcatuck River where there was a dance hall and 
bowling alley.  The Belle was sold in 1877 Captain 
Palmer Smith of Norwich and Captain Isaac P. Gavitt, 
a well-known local.  The Belle continued to make the 
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Dixon House Days retired for the night on April 15, 1928, they had no 
way of knowing that they would be the last people 
ever to stay there. Sometime around midnight, fire 
erupted in room 28. The night clerk and a guest tried 
in vain to fight the blaze with hand extinguishers. By 
the time the official alarm sounded at fire box #56, the 
blaze was out of control. Fire Engineering magazine 
reported the following a month after the blaze. 
 

When the first company arrived the flames had 
mushroomed in the attic and were breaking out 
on the roof. Chief George E. Eggers, realizing 
the seriousness of the blaze, sent out a call for 
help to Pawcatuck, New London, Stonington, 
Mystic, and Norwich, Conn.; and Wakefield, 
Peacedale, and Pleasant View [Misquamicut], 
Rhode Island.  
 

     Historical records of the Westerly Fire Department 
mention that New London’s Konomoc Ladder 
Company # 2 responded with a 1925 Seagrave 65-foot 
wooden aerial ladder. Assistant Chief Joseph Fusaro 
noted in the records that this was the first fire in 
Westerly at which an aerial ladder operated. 
 

     Incidentally, the Westerly Fire Department records 
the time the alarm was activated as 00:30 hours while 
some accounts say the fire was “discovered” at about 
1:00 A.M. and the alarm was activated at about 1:30 
A.M. It is possible that the Fire Engineering magazine 
account was composed based on Daylight Saving 
Time and that the Westerly Fire Department 
documented the event using Standard Time. It is 
interesting to note that the United States Congress 
repealed Daylight Saving Time after World War I, but 
individual states had the option to use it. Rhode Island 
and Massachusetts were two of a minority of states 
that continued the practice, no doubt to aid their 
tourist industry. 
 

     By late afternoon on April 16, 1928, The Westerly 

Sun had published its sensational lead story, replete 
with photographs depicting the disaster. The 
prevalence of ice at the scene is evidence of the chilly 
temperatures which held throughout the night. 
Temperatures recorded at the Kingston, RI weather 
station show that the overnight low on the date of the 
fire was 24 degrees Fahrenheit. The fire would not be 
fully extinguished for several days. 
 

     After the fire Elizabeth Milner and Helen Price 
 

(Continued on Page 7) 

 

 (Continued from Page 4) 

Soares describes the event this way 
 

After a fierce fight, the fire was brought under 
control and extinguished after it had consumed 
two business blocks, three residences, and a 
large stable. The First Baptist Church and the 
Dixon House were also damaged. The fire 
ignited ten tons of hay, contributing to the 
fire’s fury. 

 

     Following the fire, William Segar completely 
renovated the hotel’s interior and changed the name to 
the Hotel Rhode Island in 1913. Joseph Soares 
describes Segar’s changes in his postcard book 
Westerly in the following excerpt. 
 

As of July 1, 1913, the popular landmark 
known as the Dixon House was renamed the 
Rhode Island. …William Segar completely 
renovated the hotel’s interior. The furniture 
was reupholstered, new lace curtains were put 
in place, the walls were repapered, and the 
floors thoroughly cleaned and brightened. 

  

     William Segar retained ownership of the Dixon 
House for four more years until conveying the title to   
Elizabeth S. Milner and Helen S. Price on October 29, 
1917. It may have been at this point that the Hotel 
Rhode Island saw its name change to Rhode Island 
Hotel. A quick search of the internet shows postcards 
bearing both these names under the image of what was 
once the Dixon House. 
 

 
 

DIXON HOUSE HOTEL SHOWN ON A POSTCARD FROM THE “WHITE 

BORDER” ERA (ABOUT 1916-1930). HERE THE HOTEL IS SHOWN 

UNDER ITS NEW NAME, “RHODE ISLAND HOTEL.” 
PHOTO FROM CARDCOW.COM. 

 

     The Dixon House survived the great fire of 1910, 
but the hotel was the site of another spectacular blaze 
in 1928. When guests at the Rhode Island Hotel  
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     Between March and September of 2020, the 
Westerly Historical Society received numerous 
donations which have been integrated into our 
collections and will be preserved for generations to 
come.  This month, we would like to highlight s
of the most notable additions. 
 

A letter from Charles Perry to his wife, Temperance 

(Foster) Perry, Care of Dr. S.S. Strong, Saratoga 

Springs, N.Y, dated 14 April 1860. [2020.0037]
       

     This letter, which was transcribed by Harvey C. 
Perry II, presents several important family 
relationships of one of Westerly’s most noted 
families.  The letter was addressed to Mrs. Perry at Dr. 
Strong’s Sanitarium where she would pass away the 
following year. 
 

Banking envelope for the Westerly Savings Fund 

and Loan Association [2020.0038] 
 

     The year that this envelope was produced is not 
known, but it certainly post-dates the bank’s 
incorporation in 1888.  The Savings Fund and Loan 
Association was located in the Washington Trust 
building in Room 302.  Not only is this item an 
intriguing artifact for the information it provides about 
the nature of banking at the turn of the century, but 
also for the advertisements which adorn the envelope, 
promoting several local businesses of the era.
 
Two Lots from the Hopkinton Historical Association 

[2020.0040 to 2020.045 and 2020.0052]
 

     The Hopkinton Historical Association has 
graciously donated two large collections to the 
Westerly Historical Society which deserve to be 
highlighted.  The first is a mix of ephemera featuring 
postcards and photographs of the Potter Hill Post 
Office which still stands today overlooking the 
Pawcatuck River, as well as advertising material for 
businesses in downtown Westerly.    
 

     The second collection is a fantastic series of 
stereoscope cards, postcards and photographs showing 
locations and scenes throughout town.  During the 
1990’s, the collection was identified and recorded by 
longtime board member of the Westerly Historical 
Society and famed local historian, the late Dwight C.
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  From the Archives 
By Zachary J. Garceau 
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Brown Jr.  As with all of Dwight’s work, the 
cataloging effort was both me
and will certainly be a useful tool for researchers 
going forward. 
 
Bronze Coin, Westerly’s 300

th

[2020.0047] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

     This beautiful bronze medallion was manufactured 
by the Blackington Company for the celebration of 
Westerly’s 300th Anniversary in 1969.  The bronze 
coin is 1 9/16 inches in diameter and originally sold 
for $2.50 (approximately $18 today).  The obverse 
features Westerly’s familiar town seal which was 
adopted in 1945 and the reverse displays several 
symbols of Westerly’s history and legacy including 
the statue of Chief Ninigret, a granite transportation 
rig, the Town Hall, and several fieldstone walls.  A 
silver coin was also sold in 1969 and retailed for $10 
(approximately $70 today). 
 
Letters dated 22 April 1917 [2020.0056]
 

     These three letters which were donated on behalf 
of Bill Breetz were found among the effects of his 
mother, Ella (Appleyard) Breetz who was born in 
Stratford, Connecticut in 1906.  The 
local connection as they were seemingly written by a 
relative of a man named either Bill or Charles 
Champlin, a Westerly native.  These letters are 
fascinating in the fact that they contain multiple 
extensive references to the extended famil
author and recipient including mentions of familiar 
surnames such as Sisson, Saunders, Champlin, Ellis, 
and Brown. 

                                                                                 

Brown Jr.  As with all of Dwight’s work, the 
cataloging effort was both meticulous and accurate 
and will certainly be a useful tool for researchers 

th
 Anniversary 

    PHOTO: ANN L. SMITH 

This beautiful bronze medallion was manufactured 
Blackington Company for the celebration of 

Anniversary in 1969.  The bronze 
coin is 1 9/16 inches in diameter and originally sold 
for $2.50 (approximately $18 today).  The obverse 
features Westerly’s familiar town seal which was 

1945 and the reverse displays several 
symbols of Westerly’s history and legacy including 
the statue of Chief Ninigret, a granite transportation 
rig, the Town Hall, and several fieldstone walls.  A 
silver coin was also sold in 1969 and retailed for $10 

Letters dated 22 April 1917 [2020.0056] 

These three letters which were donated on behalf 
of Bill Breetz were found among the effects of his 
mother, Ella (Appleyard) Breetz who was born in 
Stratford, Connecticut in 1906.  The letters have a 
local connection as they were seemingly written by a 
relative of a man named either Bill or Charles 
Champlin, a Westerly native.  These letters are 
fascinating in the fact that they contain multiple 
extensive references to the extended families of the 
author and recipient including mentions of familiar 
surnames such as Sisson, Saunders, Champlin, Ellis, 

(Continued on Page 7) 
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Dixon House Days
 

(Continued from Page 5) 

restored the remnants of the old hotel and the stores 
eventually reopened. The Reverend Dr. John M. 
Groton (d. 1965) of Christ Church mentions that 
Milner and Price completed the business block in 
1938.  Information available at this writing leaves the 
facts unclear as to when the upper floors were 
removed or what structural changes took place either 
before or after the great hurricane of 1938.
 

    In 1954 the owners entered into an agreement with 
the Westerly Automatic Telephone Company, and in 
1957 a portion of the real estate was deeded to the 
Washington Trust Company. By 1963 both Milner 
and Price were deceased and their interest in the 
property passed to their heirs. Westerly land evidence 
records show that Washington Trust Company was
later deeded complete ownership of the Dixon Square 
property by William Price, an heir to the estate of 
Helen Price. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A MODERN-DAY VIEW OF THE SHOPS AT THE LOCATION OF

FORMER DIXON HOUSE HOTEL. PHOTO: INSEARCHOFS

 
     We wish to thank all who provided information for 

the writing of this article on the Dixon House Hotel. A 

special acknowledgement goes to the heirs of Dwight 

C. Brown, Jr. During his lifetime, Dwight 

by hand several hundred pages of conten

Narragansett Weekly newspaper. These were carefully 

bound into several volumes and presented to the 

author at the time of Dwight’s passing. Thanks also

particular to Zachary J. Garceau who provided 

material for this piece. 
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Madison Collection [2020.0057a
 

     This collection of items donated by Ellen Madison 
provides a look into daily life in Westerly during the 
1930’s and 1940’s.  Included in the series are:

• Photographs of her parents between 1939 and 
1945 including an image of her father, Albert 
Madison, in his military uniform.

• Photographs of a newborn Ellen and her mother, 
Florence, at their home. 

• A letter to Mrs. George Champlin thanking her 
for caring for a pregnant Florence.

• An image and transcription 
Albert Madison (who was on leave with the 
military during World War II) announcing the 
birth of his daughter, Ellen Louise Madison.

These items are a fascinating look into the personal 
lives of a Westerly family and a very welcome 
addition to our collection. 
 

 Maria Greenhough Stillman Collection [2020.0058 

to 2020.0060] 

             PHOTO: ZACHARY J. GARCEAU               

homemade carrying case created by Maria 
(Greenhough) Stillman.  Maria was born on 8 June 
1825 in Schaghticoke, New York to John Curtis and 
Mary (Pratt) Greenhough.  She enrolled in the 
DeRuyter Institute in 1837 and was known to have 
studied art in New York under Benjamin Hutchins 
Coe, the same man who would later teach famed artist 
Frederic Church.  At some point between 1851 and 
1855, Maria relocated with her husband, Orra 
Stillman, to Westerly where they would reside until 
her death on 26 April 1900.  Maria and Benjamin are 
both interred at Riverbend Cemetery.  It is unknown if 
Maria ever resumed any form of an art career, 
however, several family stories suggest she invested 
her time in being a housewife and assisting her 
husband at his book and stationery store. 

                                                                                  

From  The Archives 

Madison Collection [2020.0057a-i] 

This collection of items donated by Ellen Madison 
provides a look into daily life in Westerly during the 
1930’s and 1940’s.  Included in the series are: 

Photographs of her parents between 1939 and 
including an image of her father, Albert 

Madison, in his military uniform. 

Photographs of a newborn Ellen and her mother, 

A letter to Mrs. George Champlin thanking her 
for caring for a pregnant Florence. 

An image and transcription of a telegram to 
Albert Madison (who was on leave with the 
military during World War II) announcing the 
birth of his daughter, Ellen Louise Madison. 

These items are a fascinating look into the personal 
lives of a Westerly family and a very welcome 

Maria Greenhough Stillman Collection [2020.0058 

 

   This collection, 
which I will discuss 
in greater detail in a 
coming newsletter, is 
both incredibly 
unique and extremely 
interesting.  
Recently, we were                
gifted a series of 19    

              drawings and a 
homemade carrying case created by Maria 
(Greenhough) Stillman.  Maria was born on 8 June 
1825 in Schaghticoke, New York to John Curtis and 

t) Greenhough.  She enrolled in the 
DeRuyter Institute in 1837 and was known to have 
studied art in New York under Benjamin Hutchins 
Coe, the same man who would later teach famed artist 
Frederic Church.  At some point between 1851 and 

with her husband, Orra 
Stillman, to Westerly where they would reside until 
her death on 26 April 1900.  Maria and Benjamin are 
both interred at Riverbend Cemetery.  It is unknown if 
Maria ever resumed any form of an art career, 

ries suggest she invested 
her time in being a housewife and assisting her 
husband at his book and stationery store.  
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From the Crandall Family Association 

A Crandall Family Reader, Articles about John1 Crandall and His People 

     The Crandall Family 
Association is happy to 
announce that A Crandall 

Family Reader, a compilation 
of recent scholarship on our 
immigrant ancestor, is just 
off the press. Research into 
the life and family of John1 
Crandall has been dominated 
since 1949 by John Cortland 
Crandall’s Elder John 

Crandall of Rhode Island and 

His Descendants. Valuable as 
that book has been, genealogical standards and tools 
have evolved, and much excellent work has been 
published in different journals since the turn of the 21st 
century. The new material has been difficult to find. A 
Crandall Family Reader contains all the updates on 
John Crandall and his descendants in place, carefully 
indexed. The rationale for changes to the genealogy in 
Elder John Crandall and derivative sites on the 
internet is presented. 

     This new book features Paul Gifford’s newly 
revised article on the origins of the Crandall family in 
England as well as a four-part series of articles on the 
immigrant John Crandall’s life with considerable 
detail on his children. 
     

     A Crandall Family Reader, Articles about John
1
 

Crandall and His People is compiled by Judith 
Crandall Harbold and Cherry Fletcher Bamberg, 
FASG (Northboro MA: Judith Crandall Harbold, 
2020). Paperback, 244 + xi pages, indexed, illustrated. 
ISBN #978-0 578-6982-7. $20 + $5 shipping and 
handling.  Order from the Crandall Family 
Association, P.O. Box 1472, Westerly, RI 02891-
0907. 
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